From Kettle & The Port: Read the following with Italian Cream Soda

*Mixed for you right here in Beloit, KS*

The perfect combination of carbonated water, cream, and a flavored syrup of your choice, and Italian Cream Soda is like the little sister of an ice cream float. A fantastic sweet end to a meal.

---

**The Sandman: Preludes & Nocturnes**
by Neil Gaiman
An occultist attempting to summon Death instead traps her younger brother Morpheus, the Sandman, who, after eventually escaping imprisonment, must regain his lost objects of power while on an arduous journey.

---

**Behind the Burly Q: The Story of Burlesque in America**
by Leslie Harter Zemeckis
Featuring interviews by performers and other notables of the industry, presents the history of American burlesque theater from its golden age through its decline and its current renaissance.

---

**Blood and Guts: A History of Surgery**
by Richard Hollingham
This book documents key historic surgical practices covering such topics as Robert Liston’s 32nd amputation, Joseph Lister’s antiseptic technique and Water Freeman’s lobotomies.

---

The Port Library
1718 N Hersey
Beloit, Kansas 67420-2748
785-738-3936
portlibrary.weebly.com
The star of the hit TV show The Incredible Dr. Pol shares humorous and uplifting stories from his four decades as a veterinarian in rural Michigan, tracing his upbringing and education in the Netherlands, his practice in America and the lessons he has learned from a wide menagerie of patients. TV tie-in.

Profiles forty locations across the globe that have come to be known for the horrific deeds done there, their mysterious inhabitants, and the paranormal activities witnessed there, including Aokigahara, Strait of Messina, and Poveglia.

Portal 2 is a hilariously mind-bending adventure that challenges you to use wits over weaponry in a funhouse of diabolical science. Using a highly experimental portal device, you’ll face off against a lethally inventive, power-mad A.I. named GLaDOS. Think your way through dangerous, never-before-seen areas of Aperture Laboratories. Spans a single player and co-operative game mode.

Gustav “Old Red’s” fascination for Sherlock Holmes rubs off on his brother “Big Red” Otto. The two are able to apply the master’s methods, when the general manager at the ranch is found dead after a stampede. This audiobook version is narrated by award winning William Dufris.

The sleepy English town of Dibley is expecting a typical male replacement for their vicar but instead are sent a female vicar with an irreverant style.